Farewell love and all thy laws forever;

the first line is significant because it shows the subject matter of the whole poem. He declared clearly his rejection of love and all thy laws goes with love he rejected.

Thomas Wyatt addressing here when he blinded with thy laws to his society to arranged marriages at the early 16th century when link it with the laws, If you are poor man you should take a poor lady and if you are from rich family you should marry daughter from rich family. As a result there were have unhealthy family. and he referring to the problem of the war between the two houses is because of arranged marriages.

Thy baited hooks shall tangle me no more.

He gives us the strong haters of love another image by saying “Thy baited hooks shall tangle me no more.” there is an elegy and an extreme when he gives us the image of fish he imagine that the love is like the hooks that will catch the fish, once it catches you there will be a pain and this is the extreme this is kind of structure or figure of speech which means something will give you a pleasure and pain at the same time.

he addressing the people at his time to focus more in duty their feeling should be satisfied and focus in something more important.

Senec and Plato call me from thy lore
To perfect wealth, my wit for to endeavour.

He is emphasizing his rejection of love and going to some different fact, the capitalization of the two names showing us that they are great writers and when we back to the history we will find they are a great philosophers who also was teaching during the tudor time. Senec has a great role in Thomas education and has a philosophy saying that your life can choose it from three paths either you can choose it for knowledge or you should be a political guy or you should go with your pleasure, his view of life. Once he link it with Plato we know both of them agree that pleasure satisfied and focus in education and political path, So he said that these great writers had call him from his involved with his love, they pick him up and show him the truth of love.

In blind error when I did persever,
Thy sharp repulse, that pricketh aye so sore,

this lines shows us that he reject totally love and heading for another path, he said once I fall in love I became blind person and when he blind person he will choose wrong path.

this is another message hinted to the cort people at that time unfortunately Henry VIII was known to have a lot of masters and this is direct message to the king himself to stop involved pleasure to wake up and see the political problem of your people thomas wyatt asked the king to solve this problem
Hath taught me to set in trifles no store
And scape forth, since liberty is lever.

“Trifles” in dictionary means telling untrue story and here thomas wyatt personification love as a human who telling untrue story and he said when you fall in love you will not able to reach it and you will not able to marry that lady you loved her . he beautifully ending the octave, he realize that love is for young people and he going to free himself from being slave to love and he will go to seek his own freedom by following the two great philosopher

in this octave thomas wyatt succeed to present to us different images in each lines and all of them are ugly images and in the second part there is a shift on the ideas

Therefore farewell; go trouble younger hearts
And in me claim no more authority.

He use “therefore” to showing that he shifting to different ideas in the siset he will showing us that he come the solution that he found and the peaceful he found.
He declared again his rejection of love instead of giving ugly images, here he addressing love and saying to it as if it a person ,”go trouble younger heart” and you do not have a power over me , because he now more mature .Some critics say it is a declaration showing that thomas wyatt has rich in age of majority he was able to distinguish the right and wrong rather than being young man who is involved in his pleasure like his colleague, so it choose that he becoming more mature others critics says that he may becoming older.

With idle youth go use thy property
And thereon spend thy many brittle darts,

this is significant ironic he saying that once love through you with his arrow it will be hurt you and keep you feeling pain forever. he again addressing love and personification it as annoying person and he tell him to go bother young people and throw his arrows on them , because he did not has any strength

For hitherto though I have lost all my time,
Me lusteth no lenger rotten boughs to climb.

he says that he wasted his time for nothing. there is a message to the king him self to wake up and stopped waste his time and do what the the people asking from him and they want them to be a king in real not a king in name and there is a message for the cort people at that time thomas wyatt asked them to stop wasting their time and focus in their job